
ROTAKE

Robust and powerful impact wrench for
heavy-duty jobs such as truck service.
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IMPACT WRENCHESR?ROTAKE

Powered by compressed air,ROTAKE air impact wrench
is one of the best pneumatic tools for automotive indus-
try. Its high torque makes user work easier with less
effort.

mechanic,then you should keep it along with you. Use air impact wrench for heavy-duty applications,
This will help you working professionally andstubborn nuts and bolts. They offer high torque

IMPACTWRENCHES levels with a hammer action to loosen nuts & bolts. complete any task easily.
If you are working as a professional automotive

Durable Twin Hammer Mechanism O- One hand operation forward0
Less air consumption and low and reversereaction force,giving a smooth
increase to max torque and stable.

ROTAKE

o 3-Speed Selector SwitchComposite Material   O Torque can be set at 3 levels for
different tightening application.· Ergonomically shaped,rubber-coated

www.rotake.com handle for comfortable.
· Made by composite material,light weight
but durable design for heavy duty.

2 · Ergonomic forward/reverse switching with
convenient one-hand operation.
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尺ROTAKE CATALOGUEI

001CORDLESS IMPACT WRENCHES & RATCHETS
Cordless impact wrenches 01
Cordless achets 04

ATTALOC
005IMPACT WRENCHES

1/2" Impact wrenches Impact wrench kits06 29

乙3/4" Impact wrenches  31Impact sockets & kits
191"Impact wrenches

INNOVATION 038RATCHETWRENCHES &KITS

044SCREWDRIVERSFOR FUTURE! 04g9SANDERS& POLISHERS
Sanders & polishers 51
Sanding pads 吆

057GRINDERS
Die griners& kits 6659 Angle grinders

6965 Vertical grindersMicro die grinders
As a world-renowned brand in the industry, 070DRILLS
ROTAKE distributes its products in more than 70

075HAMMERS & SCALERScountries and regions, and has its partners and
080sales service network all over the world. SPECIALITY TOOLS

Tire buffers,Cut-f tool Saws, Shear,Nibblers,Riveters,
Grease guns,Grease pumps,Tireinflating guns

than internal, the end is at hand". This is themeans progress and improvement 087INDUSTRIAL TOOLSorigin of our slogan: Innovation for future!in all forms. Today, the way to provide
high-auality tools is being rethouaht, through

091NAlLERS & STAPLERSThe future of hardware tool is fullof ambitiousthe technological innovation presented by
ideas such as the application of intelligentlyindustrial design and materials science SPRAY GUNS 095improving the performance and reducing the design, improvement of stability and reliabili
ty as well as the diversification strateay.As acost of hardware tool products.

098CLASSIC TOOLSreliable and competent partner, Rotake will

seize upon all the opportunities, supporting itsEvery form of innovation is critical to business

104customers in achieving long-term successand personal success.As businessleader Jack ACCESSORIESaoals.Welch said,"If externalchange happens faster
Blow guns,FRLs,Hoses, Couplings, Balancers

110COMPRESSORS


